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A. Java Applet Help with TOC, Search, and Favorites
B. a link to the Documentation Library
C. links to the contextual help pages
D. a link to the corresponding Knowledge Base page
E. Tooltips with descriptions of SIteScope UI elements

Answer: E

QUESTION: 65
Which SiteScope features are needed to turn off monitoring for a specific server during planned
downtime? (Select two.)

A. security
B. log files
C. schedules
D. heartbeats
E. dependencies

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 66
An application owner complains about receiving alerts for a problem considered intermediate in
nature and requests that they be shown a failed status if a problem occurs more than once. How
can you configure a monitor to do this? (Select two.)

A. Change the monitor setting to Verify error.
B. Restart the SiteScope to clear the errant alert.
C. Configure the alert to start only if an error occurs twice in a row.
D. Set up the monitor to run a script instead of sending emails.
E. Set up the monitor to send SMS instead of emails.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 67
When configuring a new alert, which information should be provided? (Select four.)
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A. type of alert action
B. name of the monitor used to trigger the alert
C. settings for the type of alert being sent
D. list of monitor thresholds
E. status condition that triggers the alert
F. path of SiteScope log files
G. trigger settings that determine when the alert is triggered and when it is sent
H. dependent alerts associated to the configured one

Answer: A, C, E, G

QUESTION: 68
What is the recommended bandwidth for SiteScope?

A. 1.0 Mbps
B. 1.5 Mbps
C. 10 Mpbs
D. 15 MPbs

Answer: C

QUESTION: 69
DRAG DROP
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Answer:

QUESTION: 70
DRAG DROP
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Answer:
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